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                    Information and Communication Technology (ICT) used effectively to 
improve the delivery of higher education, they offer worthwhile prizes: in particular, 
lower costs and wider access. As per the Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012 by 
World Economic Forum, India ranks 87 out of 142 countries in Higher Education & 
Training Pillar. Literacy rate is 71.15 per cent in Ahmednagar district, the percentage of 
employees in governments is much lower, and that is 34.9. This paper argues, addresses 
the potential and future developments in ICTs and to integrate it in education sector to 
transform higher education in the present scenario. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Higher education is one of the main keys to economic development and 

improvements in human welfare. As global economic competition grows sharper, 
education becomes an important source of competitive advantage, closely linked to 
economic growth, and a way for countries to attract jobs and investment. In addition, 
Higher education appears to be one of the key determinants of lifetime earnings.  

ICTs use effectively to improve the delivery of higher education, they offer 
worthwhile prizes: in particular, lower costs and wider access. The influence of ICT, 
especially internet (open source tool) cannot be ignored in our student’s lives. So, the 
learning activities should be reoriented and reformulated, from the manual source 
centered to the open source ones. Our young generation will get more and more 
information and knowledge by browsing in the internet. They can also create innovation 
in web design that it may be out of the formal curriculum content, but it will be useful for 
their future.  

The role of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), especially 
Internet in the higher education sector plays an important role for empowering the 
technology into the educational activities. Being aware of the significant role of ICT 
(Internet) in our life, especially in the higher educational activities, education authorities 
should be wise enough in implementing the strategies to empower ICT in supporting the 
teaching and learning process in the classroom. ICT is not just the bloom of the 
educational activities, but also it is the secondary option to improve the effective and 
meaningful higher educational process. The time is right to push the driving forces hard 
as it is expected that implementation of initiatives to integrate ICTs bring about 
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improvement in higher education organization and quality education through ICT would 
be realized. 
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 
Initially, educators saw the use of ICTs in the classroom mainly as a way to teach 

computer literacy. Most  
now see a broader role: that of delivering many kinds of learning at lower cost and with 
higher quality than traditional methods of teaching allowed. In addition, colleges, and 
Universities increasingly use ICTs, as do other large organizations, to reduce the costs 
and improve the efficiency of administration. 

Sansanwal (2000) defined ICT as the use of hardware and software for efficient 
management of information, i.e. storage, retrieval, processing, communication, diffusion 
and sharing of information for social, economical and cultural uplift. The Information 
Technology leads to development of Websites. Government, Corporate sector, 
educational institutions, etc. started uploading the information on their websites. It 
provides facilities for Chat, e-mail, surfing, etc. It opens up a new source of information 
which increased the limitation of access to information. Prior to IT, people were using 
only the print material for searching the information. It limited the search. This limitation 
has been overcome by the ICT.   

Ahemednagar district has been identified as one of the backward districts in 
Maharashtra. Agriculture is the main profession. Other Sectors include Sugar processing, 
Agro Processing.  
2.1 Technical Education overview from Ahemednagar District:In order to increase 
the access to higher education and improving its reach to the remotest parts of the 
Ahemednagar district contribution of open and distance learning facilities is on increase. 
These factors have encouraged an interest in the use of Information and Communications 
Technologies (ICT) to deliver education and training. 

No. of Institutes* 62 

Intake Capacity* 16691 
Admitted* 11640 
Vacancy* 30% 

Table No1. Technical Education overview from Ahemednagar District. 
(Source : Perspective Plan for Technical Education in Maharashtra State, March 2012) 

 
The ICT being latest, it is used both at college and higher education levels in 
Ahemednagar district in the following areas: 
• Teaching 
• Remedial Teaching 
• Evaluation 
• Online Tutoring 
• E learning 
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2.2 Use of ICT in Teaching:  
Teaching at College as well as Higher Education mostly concentrates on giving 

information which is not the sole objective of Teaching. Along with giving information, 
the other objectives are: 
• Developing understanding and application of the concepts. 
• Developing expression power, reasoning and thinking power. 
• Development of judgment, decision making ability, self-concept and value clarification. 

With the present infrastructure, class size, availability of teachers, quality of teachers, 
training of teachers, etc., is difficult to achieve all the above said objectives. Further, 
most of the teachers use Lecture Method which does not have potentiality of achieving 
majority of objectives. The objectives are multi-dimensional in nature, so for their 
achievement multiple methods should be used in an integrated fashion. ICT provides 
online interaction facility; students and teachers can exchange their ideas and views, and 
get clarification on any topic from different experts, practitioners, etc. ICT in teaching 
provides variety in the presentation of content which helps learners in concentration, 
better understanding, and long retention of information which is not possible otherwise.  
2.3 Use of ICT in Remedial Teaching: 

The Remedial Teaching done by the teacher if some common mistakes are 
identified. It may not be feasible to organize Remedial programme for individual 
students. At this point, the ICT used for giving individual Remedial Programme. The 
instructional material designed specifically for meeting the individual needs of students 
and uploaded on the College website and then the ICT  used for providing Remedial 
teaching Programme. 
2.4 Use of ICT in Online Tutoring: 
   It is a well known fact that all students do not understand all subjects to the same 
extent. Some students find subjects, like, Mathematics, Physics, English, Chemistry, 
Accountancy, etc. difficult. The student asks the question and teacher replies it by writing 
on soft board or using power point presentation. This interaction is normally one to one. 
It has made the academic life of many students easy.  
2.5 E- learning 

E-learning is a learning program that makes use of an information network- such 
as the internet, an intranet (LAN) or extranet (WAN) whether wholly or in part, for 
course delivery, interaction and/or facilitation. Web-based learning is a subset of e-
learning and refers to learning using an internet browser such as the model, blackboard or 
internet explorer (Tinio, 2002). 
2.6 Blended Learning:  

Blended Learning’s refers to learning models that combines the face-to-face 
classroom practice with  
e-learning solutions. For example, a teacher may facilitate student learning in class 
contact and uses the model (modular object oriented dynamic learning environment) to 
facilitate out of class learning. 
2.6 Use of ICT in Evaluation:  
    The ICT used effectively and efficiently for the student evaluation, ICT also used to  
improve the quality of pre as  
well as in-service teacher’s training. The evaluation can be made effective by keeping 
exercises and MCQs (Multiple choice questions) on the institutional websites with 
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increasing level of difficulty. The online examination process is made available for the 
students at anytime and it is then possible to assess the competency of the students 
themselves objectively. The progress of the students can be monitored by expertise 
teachers which are made available for guidance 24/7 via e-contact. The one to one 
conversation or question answer sessions can be effectively brought in by employing the 
technique of video conferencing. The results of the exams in the form of evaluation 
charts of every student displayed on the website. The well equipped computer lab this 
way, serve as a study cum evaluation and information centre. 
3. Importance of the study 

As per the Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012 by World Economic 
Forum, India ranks 87 out of 142 countries in Higher Education & Training Pillar. One of 
the factors for determining the ranking was Gross higher education enrolment.  
                                   Following Table show the International Comparison Structure of 
Higher Education. 
 

Country /state Higher Education 
Finland 24.3% 
Sweden 18.5% 
Switzerland 14.8% 
Russia 23.3% 
Israel 24.6% 
Korea 24.0% 
United States 11.0% 
Germany 15.2% 
China 36.1% 
Maharashtra 22% 

Table 2.  International Comparison Structure of Higher Education. 
(Source: Perspective Plan for Technical Education in Maharashtra State, March 2012 ) 

  Communication is the basic between teacher and student, between institution and 
government and between peers. In education 87% of information enters our brain through 
eyes, 9% by ears and 4% via other senses. So visual aids gain much attention of student’s 
more than verbal teaching. The future trends of internet and multimedia will influence 
and change the traditional methods of teaching and learning and enlarge the sphere of 
dissemination of knowledge and information. The demand of computer technology in 
education and training has enhanced the ability of quality education in various 
educational organizations and training institutes. Indian Universities and colleges would 
respond to the twenty-first century demands. 

ICT make the teaching effective, participatory and enjoyable. The ICT brings 
more rich material in the classrooms and libraries for the teachers and students.  
Consequently, the number of teachers increased, some teachers are born but rests of them 
have to be given rigorous training so as to develop required competency to become a 
teacher. Central Government realized the need of improving quality of Higher education 
through use of ICT. 
3.  PURPOSE OF THE STUDY: 

The ICT has been developing very rapidly nowadays. Therefore, in order to 
balance it, the whole educational system should be reformed and ICT should be 
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integrated into higher educational activities. Here researcher looking at how the 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in Teaching, Learning & Evaluation 
easily overcome the traditional method in higher education from Ahemednagar District.  
4.  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

How Traditional methods of teaching learning and evaluation are replaced by 
Information and communication Technology based methods in higher education? 
 What is the scope for Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in Teaching, 
Learning & Evaluation in Higher Education as compared to traditional method?   
5. AIM AND OBJECTIVES  
The prime Aim   is to study the implementation of ICT in Higher education. 
The other Objectives are as follows.  
• To study the role of ICT, especially Internet, web tools in the Higher education.  
• To promote the culture of ICT based teaching, learning and evaluation at colleges. 
• To implement the principle of life-long learning / education with   a variety of 

services.  
6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE SELECTION         
    In order to make sample exhaustive, the researcher choose 25 colleges as a research 
samples from different streams from Ahmednagar district. Primary and secondary 
methods are used to collect the data. The primary method being a series of structured 
interviews and questionnaire. Approximately 25 Structured interviews held and 250 
respondents are selected to fill the questionnaires. 10 respondents including Teachers, 
Students, Parents and Administrative staffs are selected as respondents from each college. 
Questionnaires are designed, circulated and then collected separately Interviews are 
arranged with selected respondent from each streams and groups.  

Secondary-data for Research Paper is accumulated through Manuals, Journals, 
Reference Books, Reports, Research papers, Colleges and Government websites and 
other documentations.  The 25 colleges  are grouped into five  groups as per the streams   
the first category is Management stream, the second category is Pharmacy stream the 
third category is Technical stream the fourth one is Arts, Commerce and Science College 
and the fifth one is Medical stream, the colleges  are randomly selected.  
7.  ANALYSIS   OF DATA 

The present investigation is the attempts to study the role of Information and 
Communication Technology especially Internet, web tools in the Higher education in 
different colleges from Ahemednagar district. The questionnaire is qualitative and 
focused on use of Information and Communication Technology for teaching, 
Implementations of ICT in Learning and use of ICT for evaluation process. The Students, 
Parents, teachers, Parents are also asked about   the implementations of  ICT in Higher 
education, facilities provided by colleges such as internet-library, Wi-Fi, etc., desire and 
significance of ICT in higher education is also checked throughout the Interview. 

The questionnaire was directly administered to the Teachers, Students, Parents 
and Administrative staffs from of the colleges. Out of the 25 colleges  20%  are  
Management colleges (MBA) ,  20%  colleges  are  Pharmacy colleges (M.Pharm., 
B.Pharm. and  D.Pharm.), 20% colleges are  Medical colleges (MD,MBBS and Dental), 
20% colleges are Technical colleges(Engineering and Polytechnic ),and  remaining 20 % 
colleges are Arts, Commerce and Science colleges. The collected dada entered in MS 
Excel before it was transferred for the further data analysis. Survey was conducted using 
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Likert 5 points rating scale ranging from 1to 5 scales (5 being the most important). All 
questions are positively worded and before the filling questionnaire an author has clarify 
the objectives of the study to respondents. The composite scores are calculated for the 
individual group and categories by using weighted average method. The collected data 
was summaries and tabulated as per the questions and answers were noted.  All the 
findings are interpreted and shown in a diagrammatic form for better conclusion.  

Sr. No. Group/Categories No. of Colleges No. of  respondents/Colleges 
1 Management Stream 5 10 
2 Pharmacy Stream 5 10 
3 Arts, Commerce & Science 5 10 
4 Technical Stream 5 10 

5 Medical Stream 5 10 
            Table 3. Distribution of college sample and respondents.(Source: primary data) 

Following table represent the responses given by respondents in the form of rating for all 
five group and streams. 
 

1. Management Stream 
Parameter                          Rating 

Q1.  Fully fledged Computer 
laboratory with Internet, Network 
facilities. 

5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 46 4.6 

Q2. Separate ICT Computer 
laboratory with Internet, LCD, 
Network facilities. 

1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 1.2 

Q3 Computer laboratory is open 
at late night to access the ICT and 
web based tools. 

1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1 

Q4. E-library and Wi-Fi facilities 
are provided in whole campus. 

4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 32 3.2 

Q5. Does ICT based evaluation 
and technical infrastructure is 
available.  

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 11 1.1 

Q6. Optimum training given to 
teachers, administrative staffs to 
handle web based tools and 
services effectively  

3 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3.3 

       Table 4. Management stream rating. (Source: primary data) 
As per the above method the remaining college’s ratings are calculated, tabulated 
then the average rating scale for Management stream is as follows. 

 
 
 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0 

Tota
l 

Avg. 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
4.8 1.4 1.2 3.4 1.2 3.4 
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2. Pharmacy Stream 
                            

Parameter                     
Rating 

Q1.  Fully fledged Computer 
laboratory with Internet, 
Network facilities. 

5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 5 46 4.6 

Q2. Separate ICT Computer 
laboratory with Internet, LCD, 
Network facilities. 

1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 1.2 

Q3 Computer laboratory is 
open at late night to access the 
ICT and web based tools. 

1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1 

Q4. E-library and Wi-Fi 
facilities are provided in whole 
campus. 

3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 28 2.8 

Q5. Does ICT based evaluation 
and technical infrastructure is 
available.  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1 

Q6. Optimum training is given 
to Teachers, administrative 
staffs to handle web based tools 
and services effectively  

1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 14 1.4 

Table 5. Pharmacy stream rating. (Source: primary data) 
As per the above method the remaining college’s ratings are calculated, tabulated then the 
average rating scale for Pharmacy Stream 
is as follows. 

 
 
 

3. Technical Stream 
                              

Parameter                            Rating  

Q1.  Fully fledged Computer laboratory 
with Internet, Network facilities. 

5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 49 4.9 

Q2. Separate ICT Computer laboratory 
with Internet, LCD, Network facilities. 

4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 37 3.7 

Q3 Computer laboratory is open at late 
night to access the ICT and web based 
tools. 

2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 25 2.5 

Q4. E-library and Wi-Fi facilities are 
provided in whole campus. 

4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 29 2.9 

Q5. Does ICT based evaluation and 
technical infrastructure is available.  

2 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 30 3.0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0 

Total Avg. 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
4.6 1.4 1.2 2.4 1.2 1.4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Avg
. 
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Q6. Optimum training is given to 
Teachers, administrative staffs to 
handle web based tools and services 
effectively  

3 4 3 4 3 4 5 3 3 4 36 3.6 

          Table 6. Technical  stream rating. (Source: primary data) 
As per the above method the remaining college’s ratings are calculated, tabulated then the 
average rating scale for Technical Stream is 
as follows. 

                     
 

4. Arts Commerce & Science Colleges 
                              

Parameter                   Rating 

Q1.  Fully fledged Computer laboratory 
with Internet, Network facilities. 

3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 3 33 3.3 

Q2. Separate ICT Computer laboratory 
with Internet, LCD, Network facilities. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0 

Q3 Computer laboratory is open at late 
night to access the ICT and web based 
tools. 

1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1.1 

Q4. E-library and Wi-Fi facilities are 
provided in whole campus. 

3 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 3 20 2.0 

Q5. Does ICT based evaluation and 
technical infrastructure is available.  

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1.0 

Q6. Optimum training is given to 
Teachers, administrative staffs to 
handle web based tools and services 
effectively  

3 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 3 18 1.8 

      Table 7. Arts Commerce & Science College stream rating. (Source: primary data) 
As per the above method the remaining college’s ratings are calculated, tabulated 
then the average rating scale for Arts Commerce & Science Colleges is as follows. 
                     

 
 

5. Medical Stream 
                              
Parameter                        Rating 

Q1.  Fully fledged Computer laboratory 
with Internet, Network facilities. 

5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 44 4.4 

Q2. Separate ICT Computer laboratory 
with Internet, LCD, Network facilities. 

3 2 3 4 1 4 3 2 2 4 28 2.8 

Q3 Computer laboratory is open at late 
night to access the ICT and web based 

4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 37 3.7 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
5.0 3.8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0 

Tota
l 

Avg 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
3.2 1.0 1.2 2.0 1.0 1.8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
0 

Tota
l 

Avg
. 
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tools. 
Q4. E-library and Wi-Fi facilities are 
provided in whole campus. 

5 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 4 3 40 4.0 

Q5. Does ICT based evaluation and 
technical infrastructure is available.  

3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 21 2.1 

Q6. Optimum training is given to 
Teachers, administrative staffs to 
handle web based tools and services 
effectively  

4 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 34 3.4 

Table 8. Medical stream rating. (Source: primary data) 
As per the above method the remaining college’s ratings are calculated, tabulated 
then the average rating scale for 
Medical Stream is as follows. 
                     

 
The average rating scale has been further presented by using graphs for better 
understanding. 

Following table summarized the overall average rating for ICT Implication for all 
Streams 
Sr. 

No. 
ICT  Implication (Internet, 
web based tools e-services )   

First Group 
(Management)  

Second 
Group  
(Pharmacy) 

Third Group  
(Technical) 

Fourth 
Group  
(Arts & 
Science) 

Fifth 
Group 
(Medical) 

1. Full fledged Computer 
laboratory with Internet, 
Network facilities.  

4.8 4.6 5.0 3.2 4.6 

2. Separate ICT Computer 
laboratory with Internet, 
LCD, Network facilities. 

1.4 1.4 3.8 1.0 2.8 

3. Computer laboratory is 
open at late night to access 
the ICT and web based 
tools.  

1.2 1.2 2.8 1.2 3.8 

4. E-library and Wi-Fi 
facilities are provided in 
whole campus. 

3.4 2.4 3.0 2.0 4.2 

5. Does ICT based evaluation 
and  technical 
infrastructure is available 

1.2 1.2 3.2 1.0 2.2 

6. Optimum training given to 
teachers, administrative 
staffs to handle web based 
tools and services 
effectively  

3.4 1.4 3.8 1.8 3.6 

         Table 9.  Overall Rating for ICT Implication for all Streams (Source: primary data) 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
4.6 2.8 3.8 4.2 2.2 3.6 
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        Graph 1.  Overall Rating for ICT Implication for all Streams (Source: primary data) 
 Interpretation: - Among the 25 colleges it is found that basic Infrastructure such as 
Computer laboratory, sufficient no of Computer systems and Internet   are available 
almost in each group. Separate full-fledged ICT lab for ICT based training and learning is 
lacuna for first, second and fourth group, while technical and medical group has separate 
ICT lab Infrastructure.   
        Late night computer laboratory is not available for student to access Internet, Web 
based tools and e-services in any group excluding fifth group. Medical Colleges keep 
their computer laboratory open till late Midnight. Almost all groups not installed ICT 
based student evaluation infrastructure but third group and fifth group are in initial stage 
to implement ICT based student evaluation application and services. First two groups 
have moderately installed e-library and Wi-Fi facilities and group third and fifth have 
optimum e-library and Wi-Fi facilities for their college campus. To operate ICT based 
software, web based tools, e-services and to handle hardware moderate level training is 
given to teachers, administrative staffs in first, third and fifth group. Group second and 
fourth group are not providing any sort of training to their staffs to operate ICT based 
tools and services. 
8. FINDINGS 
       The demand of computer technology in education, training and evaluation has 
enhanced the ability of quality education in various streams in higher educational 
organizations and training institutes from Ahemednagar district. Educators strongly feel 
that ICT is the most valuable tool to overcome the traditional methods. Academicians 
are now being challenged by the rapidly growing new Information and Communication 
Technologies of multimedia, internet, web tools and other virtual computer technologies, 
which demands changes in the styles, attitudes and skill towards information handling. 
The main findings are summaries briefly as follows, 

Almost all colleges have prepared fully fledged Computer laboratory with 
Internet, Network facilities that is our first findings. The new Information and 
Communication Technologies of Internet and multimedia have revolutionized the field 
of higher education. 

ICT affect the delivery of education and enable wider access to the same. So the 
Separate ICT Computer laboratory with Internet, LCD, Network facilities, satellite link 
should available in each college. It is found through our survey that unfortunately these 
are the drawback of all groups and streams from Ahemednagar districts. 

 Learners can access the education regardless of time and geographical barriers. It 
influences the way students are taught, how they learn and evaluated.  ICT acts as a 
powerful agent to change many of the educational practices in the Higher Education. 
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From our research it is found that only medical colleges are providing these facilities for 
their students, other colleges from Ahemednagar district yet not facilitate 24 X 7 fulltime 
Computer laboratory.  

E-library and Wi-Fi facilities are not provided in all colleges from Ahemednagar 
districts. It is found that few colleges from all groups and streams are provided these 
facilities but Art’s Commerce and Science colleges are lagging quite behind to build such 
Wi-Fi campus and e-library services in their campus that is our fourth finding. 

Among 25 colleges it is found that only two or three colleges have ICT based 
student evaluation and technical infrastructure. Other all colleges yet not step up to 
implement ICT based student evaluation services. 

Among all streams and groups it is found that moderate training is provided to 
teacher, administrative staffs and other responsible persons to handle ICT based 
application and tools. Few Art’s Commerce and Science colleges are even not arranged 
such basic training programmes. This is the last but not least findings 
10. SUGGESTION 

As we move into the 21st century, many factors are bringing strong forces to bear on 
the adoption of ICT’s in Higher education and contemporary trends suggest we will soon 
see large scale changes in the way of Higher education. Following are the suggestions to 
make ICT more efficient, strengthen and effective. Use of ICT in Various Facts of 
Teaching and Learning added   innovations and changes in teaching, learning and in 
peoples’ behavior. ICT increases access to content and extended communication in 
higher education by increasing interactivity, online communication and collaboration. 
 Separate ICT Computer laboratory with Internet, LCD, Network facilities, satellite 
link should available in each colleges  deeply impact on implementation of ICT policy 
followed  benefits and challenges of ICT in higher education and further explores the 
impact of ICT in teaching learning and evaluation   process. ICT based education can be 
expected to provide greater reliability, validity, and efficiency of data collection and 
greater ease of analysis, evaluation, and interpretation at any educational level. 
  The Computer laboratories and separate ICT laboratories should open 24 X 7 
throughout the year, ICT based education causes changes in the educational objectives in 
the conception of the teaching and learning process. Experiential learning with the help of 
modern ICT is both encouraged and required as part of the self-learning processes, 
student can copy information rather than learning and developing their own skills. 

 E-library and Wi-Fi facilities should provided by all colleges, ICT increases the 
flexibility of delivery of education so that learners can access knowledge anytime and 
from anywhere. It will increase flexibility and used to remove communication and 
geographical barriers such as that of space and time. It helps to individualize the teaching 
or guidance method as per the student’s need 
 Server, Computer client, satellite link, wireless technology, network and the 
Internet should make available in each college for student evaluation. In immediate 
testing, a test before teaching the lesson then a test immediately after teaching the lesson 
and then judge whether the student has learned the content through scores, this test 
should be adopted for critical subjects. However, with the help of ICT one can transfer 
the responsibilities to the students so that they can self manage. 

Especial training programmes should get arranged to handle effectively 
implemented advanced Internet and web based ICTs tools for teaching, learning and 
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student evaluation. Technology adoption involves high fixed costs, institutes, which 
implemented such technology, did not upgrade it as time progressed. The presence of an 
ICT champion is necessary at all levels of the system. Teachers and other stakeholders 
need support in using and integrating ICT into the teaching, learning and students 
evaluation methods. 
 11. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reviewed the current state and the conceptualization and utilization of 
ICT in higher education from Ahmednagar district. There has been a great deal of growth 
in the take-up of ICTs but it has been uneven growth, largely dependent on individual 
energy, expertise and on conflicting visions. Higher education’s many crucial aspects still 
to be defined, and many important details still to be filled. ICT can play a valuable role to 
monitor and log the progress of the students across time, place and varied activities. 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is the best machinery and has 
a potential to pull the benefits and challenges in higher education. Teachers have to be 
ready to make use of the possibilities that ICT offer, such as different teaching contexts, 
focused on the student learning, presenting them with several types of interaction, 
offering different degrees of control of their own learning, student evaluation, adapting to 
their personal interests, promoting collaborative tasks and developing autonomy in their 
work and study. However the intersection of ICTs and teaching, learning and evaluation 
in colleges in higher education has put down roots some shallow, and some deep in 
Ahemednagar district. 
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